The Combination Neuroprotective Abilities of Resveratrol and Naringenin in Attenuation of Sleep Deprivation Complications in Rats
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Abstract

Background: Sleep loss is one of the most important health problems in the world, and about 30 to 40 percent of ordinary people suffer from it. This study aimed to investigate the neuroprotective effects of the combination of resveratrol and naringenin in attenuation of sleep deprivation (SD) complications in rats. Materials and Methods: In this experimental study, 72 Wistar male rats were randomly divided into three main groups, including control, sham, and 7-days SD group. Each of its main groups consisted of three subgroups, including without drug, vehicle, and combination therapy groups (naringenin [100 mg/kg], resveratrol [100 mg/kg]). The day after the latest injection, the fear conditioning memory tests, locomotor activity test, hot plate, and forced swimming tests (FST) were carried out on all rats, and then sham and SD groups were induced 48 hours of non-REM SD (device off and on, respectively) and these behavioral tests were repeated for all rats again. Finally, the brains of all rats were removed and histopathologically examined, and stained with nissl and TUNNEL. Results: To assess fear condition memory, the rate of latency to first freezing in the visual and auditory phase increased in sham and SD rats that received vehicle or no drug (P<0.001), which indicates memory corruption. Injection of the combination of naringenin and resveratrol reduced the latency to first freezing (P<0.001), which means improved memory. In the FST test, injection of naringenin and resveratrol reduced the rate of immobility (P<0.001), which means improved depressive behavior. The naringenin and resveratrol reduced the pain perception threshold. Also, the naringenin and resveratrol reduced apoptosis compared to the control and vehicle groups (P<0.001). Conclusions: The combination of naringenin and resveratrol compared to other groups could improve memory and mood as well as reduce apoptosis, depression, and pain perception threshold. [GMJ.2021;10:e2315] DOI:10.31661/gmj.v10i0.2315
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Introduction

Sleep deprivation (SD) and insomnia have been recognized as one of the most important health problems for many years [1] and refer to cases in which a person suffers from one or more of one of the problems such as insomnia, frequent awakenings during sleep at night, complain of drowsiness during the day or abnormal movements, and moods and feelings during sleep [2]. According to published reports, approximately 40% of people in the world suffer from sleep disorders [3]. SD can lead to the impaired perception of pain, memory impairments, and depression [3, 4]. Studies have shown that disrupting the physiological order of sleep and depriving it, depending on the duration and type of deprivation, causes consequences such as stress, pathological anxiety in humans, the imbalance between oxidative substances produced and cleansing by the antioxidant defense system, and oxidative damage causes [4, 5]. Numerous studies have also shown that SD can increase the risk of high blood pressure, obesity, diabetes, depression, heart attacks, and strokes [5-7]. In addition, many studies have shown that insomnia can also reduce the power of concentration and consciousness [6]. SD can also negatively affect other aspects of a person’s life and cause work errors in various jobs [7]. Studies have shown that the levels of proteins and enzymes involved in the Krebs cycle change following SD [8]. Some animal studies have shown that SD impairs hippocampal-dependent memory and emotional memory and increases anxiety [9, 10]. Naringenin is a primary flavonoid (a crystalline and colorless derivative of flavonoids) found abundantly in tangerines, oranges, and grapefruits [11]. In recent years, naringenin and resveratrol have been considered due to their many medicinal properties [11, 12]. In addition, naringenin is very important as an antioxidant and lowers blood cholesterol factor [13]. Naringenin and resveratrol can manage and regulate chronic and acute inflammatory responses [14, 15]. In a study, it was stated that naringenin and resveratrol have several properties, including anti-inflammatory, antioxidant, antitumor, cardiovascular protection, reducing metabolic problems (such as diabetes), and may affect the neuronal systems as well as the sleep process [16, 17]. Arafah et al. indicated that compounds in citrus fruits have several properties, including their sedative effects [18]. Also, in an experimental study, it was found that naringenin has antihypertensive effects that control seizures, and this rate is equivalent to the effects of sodium valproate, which is mainly due to its effect on potassium and calcium channels [19]. Leenaars et al. [20] showed that SD for two days increased immobility in Wistar rats in forced swimming tests (FST) and induced depressive-like behavior. Therefore, this study aimed to investigate the neuroprotective effects of naringenin and resveratrol combination on attenuating total SD complications in rats.

Materials and Methods

Animals
Seventy-two male Wistar rats (weighing 220 to 240 g) were prepared from the Pharmacology Department, Tehran University of Medical Sciences (Tehran, Iran). The animals were kept in standard laboratory conditions at 22±3 °C. The light and dark cycle was established as 12 hours of light and 12 hours of darkness. Each animal was tested only once, and each experimental group consisted of eight animals. During the experiments, sufficient water and food were provided to the animals. Behavioral tests were also performed in the light cycle. This study has been approved by the ethics committee of Tehran Islamic Azad University of Medical Sciences (codes: IR.IAU.TMU.REC.1399.373 and IR.IAU.TMU.REC.1399.412), and all measures taken on laboratory animals have been approved by this committee based on ethical protocols.

Study Design
Rats were randomly divided into three main groups, including control, sham, and SD. Each group was divided into subgroups, including
without drug, vehicle, and combination therapy. The control group consisted of normal rats receiving no medication. The vehicle group received only 0.25% carboxymethylcellulose solution (Sigma Aldrich, Germany) with 0.9% saline or rapamycin intraperitoneally (IP) daily for seven days. The drug group was given a combination of naringenin and resveratrol IP for seven days at a dose of 100 mg/kg [21, 22] dissolved in 0.25% carboxymethylcellulose and 0.9% saline daily. The control group only had a water and food diet for seven days. In the sham sleep group, rats were placed in the SD device turned off for 48 hours for exposure to environmental stress alone, and in the SD group, rats were placed in the SD device turned on. The minimum number of rats in each of these subgroups was eight. Then, the day after the last injection (the eighth day), fear condition memory tests (train with shock four times), locomotor activity test, hot plate, and FST were performed on all rats. All rats were deprived of 48 hours of non-REM sleep except for the control group, and these behavioral tests were done in all rats again, then the effect of the combination of naringenin and resveratrol on the behavior of rats before and after SD was investigated. Finally, the brains of all rats were removed and histopathologically examined, and stained with nissl and TUNNEL to define the apoptosis rate.

Naringenin and Resveratrol Preparation
These drugs were prepared in powder form (Sigma-Aldrich, Germany) with 98% purity. In the acute toxicity studies, the median lethal dose (LD50) of naringenin and resveratrol was reported as 600 mg/kg [23].

SD Device and Model
The SD model was performed less than five hours after the memory test session. SD was performed by a digital device with the ability to adjust various parameters so that the animal was placed on a pedal, and according to the timing that was adjusted on the device, the pedals moved and alerted the animal before the pedal entered the water, they would go on the next pedal. This process caused the animal to have amnesia. It should be noted that the napping model was set and performed on the same device [24]. The laboratory animal was placed on an SD machine for 48 hours. The animal was given enough time to receive water and food.

Conditional Fear Memory Learning Device
In this study, the fear memory conditioning device measured fear memory. The device consisted of a box mounted on the top of the camera box for viewing the animal and two speakers for playing audio. These speakers were connected to the computer on that the audio player program was installed. A 24-watt light bulb was installed in the corner of the box. The conditioning box was placed inside the acoustic box. At the bottom of the box were parallel steel rods attached to the electric shock device. After each use of the device, the device's floor was cleaned with water and alcohol [25].

The purpose of using this device was to measure the rate of memory of visual and auditory fear in rats. The protocol used for this device in this study consisted of three sessions, one session for training and two sessions for testing.

Conditional Fear Training and Assessment
In the first session, which was related to training, a black space was provided for the rats, and first, the rat was inserted for 150 seconds, and after 150 seconds, four consecutive shocks were given at the end of the sound, with a distance of 30 seconds between each shock and after the last shock and sound, waited for 30 seconds and then the rat was removed. The shock intensity was 1 ma with a frequency of 50 Hz for five seconds. This step took approximately 6.5 minutes.

In the second session (visual fear memory test), the rat was placed in the black space for five minutes without entering any stimuli. The latency to freezing and freezing time of the rat was recorded in terms of seconds, and other behaviors of the rat, such as self-decoration and standing on two legs were recorded in terms of time. Finally, its rate was expressed as a percentage. In the third session (auditory memory test), the rat was placed in a white space, and first, the rat was placed in the box for
150 seconds, then the sound was played four times in a row without shock, with 30 seconds between each sound played, and after the last sound, it was waited for 30 seconds, and then the rat was removed. It should be noted that the light conditions in this experiment were constant. Freezing time was equivalent to fear memory, so the longer it was, the less likely it would be damaged [25].

**FST**

In this study, the FST was performed to evaluate the depressed mood in the studied animal in five minutes. This test was performed in a clear cylindrical container. The cylinder filled with water by 2/3 of its volume, and the rat would float slowly in the water. Using a chronometer, the time of each laboratory animal activity was measured over a time of five minutes. The duration of immobility or inactivity was equated with depressed mood, which was expressed as a percentage. Activities such as swimming and jumping to get out of the cylinder were also recorded [26].

**Movement System Test (Locomotor Activity Test / Open Field)**

The laboratory animal was examined using an open field to ensure the motor health of the rat. To perform this test, rats were taken to the laboratory one hour before the test to familiarize themselves with the environment. Then each rat was allowed to move freely inside the box for one minute before the test to familiarize itself with the test box. Each rat was then left in the box for five minutes to move. Meanwhile, it was tracked through a rat movement tracking system. This test aimed to measure the motor activity of the animal based on the change from its previous position to a new position inside the device, which was measured by optical eyes installed on the sides of the floor of the device. After adjusting the device and placing the animal in its center, the number of movement activities in the monitor that was connected to the device was displayed in five minutes. Measurable parameters by this device include the number of linear movements, stereotyped movements, and the number of lifting movements on the legs that were lifted on the hind legs. Of these indicators, the lower frame analyzed the number of linear movements and the number of stereotyped movements, and the upper frame analyzed and counted the number of lifting movements on the legs [27].

**Hot Plate Test**

To reduce the stress of placing rats in the hot plate machine, before turning on the machine by placing each rat 3-4 times at intervals of 3-5 minutes on the plate of the device, we tried to acquaint the rat with the tests plate environment. The rat was then placed on a hot plate set at 54° C for this test. The time interval between placing the rat on the device and the time of licking the animal's foot was considered as the time for the pain to reach the threshold by heat. The test did not last more than 30 seconds to prevent tissue damage [28].

**Staining**

Nissl staining was used for the identification morphology and pathology of neurons and neural tissues. Also, terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase dUTP nick end labeling (TUNNEL) as a modern alternative to analyzing the formation of DNA fragments for apoptosis identification [29].

**Statistical Analysis**

GraphPad Prism 5.0 software was used for the statistical analysis of data. The results of the present study were adjusted in the behavioral section. One- and two-way ANOVA, as well as post hoc Tukey tests were used for comparison between groups. Also, a significance level of P<0.05 has been considered.

**Results**

**Latency to First Freezing in the Auditory Stage**

The results showed that there was a statistically significant difference between control groups (F2.21 = 237.03 and P <0.001). Also, it showed that the latency to first freezing increased in rats that received a vehicle (P<0.001), which means memory destruction. On the other hand, injecting a combination of
naringenin (100 mg/kg) and resveratrol (100 mg/kg) reduced the latency to first freezing (P<0.001), which means improved memory. Also, there was a statistically significant difference between the control and the sham groups (sleep [F1.42 = 370.45, P=0.001], drugs [F2.42 = 305.89, P<0.001], and the effect of SD and drug [F2.42 = 29.2, P<0.001]). The latency to first freezing increased in the without drug rats of the sham groups (P<0.001), which means memory impairment. Also, our results indicated that there was a statistically significant difference between the sleep and SD groups (sleep [F1.42 = 3.85, P<0.05], drug [F2.42 = 423.83, P<0.001]). In contrast, SD and drug groups (F2.42 =1.68, P>0.05) were not significant. Also, our results showed that the rate of delay until the first freezing increased in the without drug group of SD (P<0.001). The combination of naringenin and resveratrol significantly reduced the latency to first freezing (Figure-1A, P<0.001).

Latency to First Freezing in the Visual (Contextual) Stage.

The results showed that there was a statistically significant difference between the control groups (with normal sleep) and sham groups (sleep [F1.42 = 1648.02, P<0.001], drug [F2.42 =55.19, P=0.001], and SD and drug [F2.42 = 197.8, P <0.001]). Also, the latency to first freezing was increased in the without drug group of the sham (P<0.001) and in rats...
that received the vehicle (P<0.001), which means memory impairment. There was a statistically significant difference between the sham and SD groups (sleep [F1.42=202.71, P<0.001], drug [F2.42=468.17, P<0.001], and the effect of SD and drug (F2.42=227.11, P<0.001). Also, the results showed the latency to first freezing increased in without drug group of SD (P<0.001), which means memory impairment (Figure-1B).

Freezing Time in the Auditory Stage
The results showed that there was a statistically significant difference between control groups (F2.21= 14.06, P<0.001). Also, the freezing time decreased in rats that received vehicles (P<0.05), which means memory impairment. The results showed that there was a statistically significant difference between control (with normal sleep) and sham groups (sleep [F1.42=70.61, P<0.001], drug [P<0.001, F2.42=76.55.], and effect of SD and drug (F2.42=9.61, P<0.05)). Also, the freezing time in the without drug rats of the sham group decreased (P<0.001), which means memory impairment. There was a statistically significant difference between control (with normal sleep) and sham groups (sleep [F1.42=70.61, P<0.001], drug [P<0.001, F2.42=76.55.], and effect of SD and drug (F2.42=9.61, P<0.05)). Also, the freezing time in the without drug rats of the sham group decreased (P<0.001), which means memory impairment. The combination of naringenin and resveratrol significantly increased the freezing time (P<0.001).

Time of Immobility in the FST
There was a statistically significant difference between the control groups (F2.21=140.47, P<0.001). The time of immobility increased in rats receiving the vehicle (P<0.001). The immobility time increased in the without drug of the sham group (P<0.001), which means an increase in depressive behavior. The time of immobility also increased in rats that received the vehicle (P<0.001), which means an increase in depressive behavior. On the other hand, injecting the combination of naringenin and resveratrol reduced immobility (P<0.001), which means improved depressive behavior (Figure-2A).

Climbing Time in FST
There was a statistically significant difference between the data of control and sham groups (sleep [F1.42=78.76, P<0.001], drug [F2.42=404.87, P<0.001], and effect of SD and drug [P<0.001, F2.42=44.51]). Also, the time of climbing in the without drug of the sham group decreased (P<0.001). The vehicle also reduced the climbing (P<0.001). On the other hand, the combination of naringenin and resveratrol (P<0.001) increased the climbing, which indicates a decrease in depressive behavior (Figure-2B).

Swimming in FST
The results showed that there was a statistically significant difference between control (with normal sleep) and sham groups (sleep [F1.42=19.58, P<0.001], and drug [F2.42=22.72, P<0.001]). While the effect of SD and drug (F2.42=1.89, P>0.05) was not significant. Also, the time of swimming following injection of a combination naringenin and resveratrol decreased in rats in the sleep sham group (Figure-2C, P<0.01).

Pain Threshold Level
The results showed that there was a statistically significant difference between the sham and SD groups (sleep [F1.42=11.39, P<0.01], drug [F2.42=61.6, P<0.001], and the effect of SD and drug [F2.42=13.36, P<0.001]) was not significant. Also, the pain threshold increased in the without drug group of SD
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Figure 2. A: The time of immobility in rats in the groups with normal sleep (left 3 columns), sham groups (3 middle columns), and SD groups (3 right columns) that receiving combination of naringenin and resveratrol. ***P < 0.001, ** P < 0.01, and * P < 0.05 compared with the no drug group of normal sleep; ### P < 0.001, #### P < 0.001, and # P < 0.05 compared with the related control group. B: The time of climbing in rats in the groups with normal sleep (3 columns on the left), sham groups (3 in the middle column), and SD groups (3 columns on the right) that received a combination of naringenin and resveratrol. ***P < 0.001, ** P < 0.01, and * P < 0.05 compared with the no drug group of normal sleep; ### P < 0.001, #### P < 0.001, and # P < 0.05 compared with the related control group. C: The time of swimming in rats in the groups with normal sleep (left 3 columns), sham groups (3 middle columns), and SD groups (3 right columns) that received a combination of naringenin and resveratrol. ***P < 0.001, ** P < 0.01, and * P < 0.05 compared with the no drug group of normal sleep; ### P < 0.001, #### P < 0.001, and # P < 0.05 compared with the related control group. D: Pain thresholds in rats in the normal sleep group (3 columns left), sham groups (3 middle columns), and SD groups (3 right columns) that received a combination of naringenin and resveratrol. ***P < 0.001, ** P < 0.01, and * P < 0.05 compared with the no drug group of normal sleep; ### P < 0.001, #### P < 0.001, and # P < 0.05 compared with the related control group. E: Locomotor activity in rats in the groups with normal sleep (3 columns left), sham groups (3 middle columns), and SD groups (3 right columns) that received a combination of naringenin and resveratrol. ***P < 0.001, ** P < 0.01, and * P < 0.05 compared with the no drug group of normal sleep; #### P < 0.001 and # P < 0.05 compared with the related control group.
rats (P<0.001). The vehicle also increased the pain threshold in the sham group (P<0.05). On the other hand, combination naringenin and resveratrol reduced the pain threshold (Figure-2D, P<0.001).

**Locomotor Activity**

The results showed that there is a statistically significant difference between the data of sham and SD groups (drug [F2.42=17.86, P<0.001] and effect of SD and drug [F2.42=18.79, P<0.001]). While the effect of sleep (F1.42=0.01, P>0.05) was not significant. Also, the locomotor activity in the without drug group of the SD decreased (P<0.001). Also, the vehicle reduced locomotor activity in sham rats (P<0.05). On the other hand, locomotor activity increased in rats receiving a combination of naringenin and resveratrol (P<0.01), which indicates increasing the activity of rats (Figure-2E).

**Nissl and TUNEL Staining Assessment**

Nissl staining showed the presence of dark neurons, significantly more in sham and vehicle groups. In groups of naringenin and resveratrol combination, significantly apoptosis decreased compared to other groups (Figure-3). TUNEL staining showed the DNA fragments for apoptosis comparatively more in sham and vehicle groups. TUNNEL staining, confirmed by nissl staining, showed that apoptosis was significantly reduced in the drug group (Figure-4).

**Discussion**

Our results showed that SD impairs memory function. The pain threshold following injection of the combination naringenin and resveratrol was reduced. Locomotor activity of sham and SD rats was reduced. Indeed, the combination of naringenin and resveratrol increased locomotor activity. Also, the combination of naringenin and resveratrol compared to other groups improves memory and mood, reduces apoptosis, immobility, depression, and pain perception threshold. In the past, studies have been designed and performed to evaluate the effect of naringenin on memory function. Liaquat et al. shown that naringenin improves learning and memory retention by improving the function of antioxidant enzymes [30]. In our study, there was also memory impairment in sham groups. Sham group was designed to evaluate the effect of stress on memory function. So we can conclude that stress has also damaged memory. On the other hand, stress can increase inflammation and oxidative stress. Previous studies have shown that chronic stress increases markers of oxidative stress [31]. Another study showed that mild unpredictable stress in Wistar rats increased inflammation and oxidative stress [32]. Increased inflammation and oxidative stress could impair cognitive activity; hence, memory function was impaired in sham sleep rats in our study. Also, the similarity of the performance of vehicle rats to sham and SD rats could be due to injection-induced stress.
Due to the neuroprotective effects of the combination of naringenin and resveratrol, it has been suggested that this substance may potentially improve memory function. Naringenin has potent effects in increasing antioxidant activity and reducing oxidative stress [33]. Hua et al. shown that naringenin significantly improves learning capacity and memory retention by reducing the expression of genes involved in apoptosis (such as Bax and Bad), and reducing inflammatory factors such as interleukin-6 [34]. Naringenin also improves learning and memory performance in Alzheimer's rats [35]. In rats with chronic unpredictable stress, naringenin also improves spatial memory function [36].

Complete deprivation of sleep for 24 hours causes depressive behavior and increases immobility of Wistar rats in FST [37]. Previous research has shown that deprivation of REM sleep for five days induces depressive behavior in rats [38]. The results of the current study are in line with previous studies. Another important point is that the stress of SD alone can have a devastating effect on mood. Our results showed that rats in the vehicle and the sham groups also had depressive behavior (increased immobility time).

Therefore, as mentioned in the memory section, stress could cause depression by inflammation and increased apoptosis, and decreased BDNF levels. On the other hand, our results showed that a combination of naringenin and resveratrol improved depressive behavior in sham and SD rats. Previous studies have reported the antidepressant effects of naringenin [39].

As our data showed, the pain threshold was elevated in rats in SD groups. Also, the combination of naringenin and resveratrol reduced this threshold in rats. So far, many studies showed the effect of SD or restriction on pain perception. The results of these studies have been somewhat contradictory, meaning that in some studies the pain threshold decreased, and in some studies, the pain threshold increased. For example, a previous study showed that chronic SD increased pain perception by increasing oxidative stress and inflammatory factors in the cortex and striatum [40].

Contrary to the results of these studies, two studies have shown that 24 hours of complete SD increases the pain threshold in Wistar rats [41, 42]. In our study, SD increased the pain perception threshold. To find the possible mechanism of such an effect, we can refer to adenosine. Adenosine increases and decreases with sleep following SD and prolonged waking [42]. Previous studies have shown that adenosine has an analgesic effect [43]. In our study, the increase in pain threshold following SD could be due to the involvement of adenosine.

Figure 4. TUNNEL staining of rats' hippocampus. Demonstration micrographs of each study group. A: The hippocampus of control animals did not contain any damaged neurons; B: Sham groups; C: SD groups. The hippocampus of rats in the sham without drug and vehicle (B) and SD without drug and vehicle (C) groups were characterized by fewer TUNNEL stain neurons (thin arrows) than that in the combination of naringenin and resveratrol group, and markedly contained shrunken, intensely stained, and dystrophic neurons (thick arrows). Treatment rats with naringenin and resveratrol (C) significantly reduced neuronal cell loss in the hippocampus (magnification ×10).
Conclusion

Our results showed that SD impairs memory function. Reducintg the pain threshold following injection of the combination naringenin and resveratrol; however, no definite mechanism was determined. Locomotor activity of sham and SD rats was reduced. Indeed, the combination of naringenin and resveratrol increased locomotor activity. Locomotor activity did not affect memory function because in the sham and SD groups, freezing decreased, while in rats with the combination naringenin and resveratrol, the freezing time has increased. Also, the combination of naringenin and resveratrol compared to other groups improves memory and mood, as well as reduction in apoptosis, immobility, depression, and pain perception threshold.
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